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Abstract Water temperature is considered both a controlling
and lethal factor in coastal ecosystems, influencing behavioral
and physiological responses in marine organisms. Abrupt
weather events such as severe cold front passages and accompanied changes in weather conditions have led to sharp decreases in water temperatures, metabolic stress, and incidences of mortality in marine organisms. In this paper, we
assess the weather-related factors associated with physical and
biological response in South Florida systems through historical sea surface temperature (SST) from satellites and the use of
a synoptic climatology spanning over 30 years. We utilize
previous categorizations of sea-level pressure and newly developed categorizations of 850-mb temperature reanalysis
data to define circulation and temperature patterns across the
southeastern US and adjacent Gulf of Mexico. Systematic
connections are seen between particular circulation and temperature patterns characteristic of enhanced north-to-south
circulation and cold air outbreaks, SST, and turtle strandings
data over the Florida Panhandle region for the period 2006–
2013. Identified weather forcing variables associated with
sharp SST decreases and turtle stuns are presented and assist
in the formulation of a moving cold-stress index for South
Florida coastal ecosystems. Results demonstrate the potential
of using synoptic climatological analysis and derived indices
for tracking and modeling changes in SST and other indicators
related to biological health.
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Introduction
Water temperature is a key environmental factor and controlling variable in coastal marine ecosystems, influencing photosynthesis, dissolved oxygen levels, and metabolic and
growth rates in marine organisms and how organisms respond
to various pollutants, parasites, and pathogens (Fry 1971;
Portner 2002; Hare et al. 2012). Temperature is also considered a lethal response factor when assessing climate variability
and change impacts in systems. In particular, South Florida’s
economically and aesthetically important coastal resources—
including fish, turtles, crustaceans, coral reefs, and their habitats—have been particularly susceptible to both gradual and
abrupt (extreme) shifts in temperature, with effects ranging
from severe bleaching, metabolic stress, tissue damage, and
die-offs in coral species (Manzello et al. 2007; Lirman et al.
2011; Colella et al. 2012), to stress, disease, and mortality in
turtles, lobsters, and manatees (Avens et al. 2012; Foley et al.
2012; Barlas et al. 2011). While gradual temperature increases
leading to thermal stress and mortality in marine life (e.g.,
coral reef systems) are generally attributed to global-scale
climatic factors (Carpenter et al. 2008; Hughes et al. 2003),
acute temperature shifts are of dynamic origin, and related
more to high-frequency, synoptic-scale weather phenomena
coupled with complex atmospheric–oceanographic interactions and processes (Francis and Vavrus 2012; Gramer 2013;
Liu and Weisberg 2007).
Variations in sea-surface temperature (SST) along the West
Florida Shelf (WFS), Florida Bay, and the Florida Keys commonly result from anomalies in incoming and outgoing solar
radiation, surface air–sea heating and cooling effects (e.g.,
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latent and sensible heat fluxes), coastal upwelling, and deep
water mixing (Weisberg et al. 2004; Gramer 2013). SST
variations occur over a broad range of time scales, including
diurnal, weekly, seasonal, and interannual duration. Causes of
these variations include the passage of synoptic-scale weather
systems such as cold fronts and storms during winter and
tropical systems, diurnal insolation, and tidal fluctuations
during summer and fall (Gramer 2013; Morey et al. 2006;
Monaldo et al. 1997). For example, with a cold front passage,
the entire water column in shallow coastal areas may cool by
several degrees due to sensible and latent heat losses (Joyce
2002; Weisberg et al. 2004). These surface-induced changes
along with upwelling-related processes, mixing, and advection are considered dominant controlling factors on short-term
temperature response in this region.
Decreases in SST following cold frontal and storm passage
are common during a typical winter season for the entire Gulf of
Mexico (GOM) region (Wiseman and Sturges 1999). However,
during an extreme and unprecedented case in January 2010, a
cold air outbreak and subsequent cold-water event occurred
along the entire GOM, including the Florida Reef Tract,
resulting in metabolic stress, tissue damage, and widespread
mortality in coral, manatee, fish, and turtle populations (Lirman
et al. 2011; Colella et al. 2012; Barlas et al. 2011; Avens et al.
2012; Foley et al. 2012). Drops in air and water temperatures of
12 °C and 6 °C, respectively, were observed during January 2–
17, with SST values 3–5 °C below normal throughout much of
the South Florida region (Fig. 1b). The cold-water event resulted
in mass numbers of turtle hypothermic cases reported (Roberts
et al. 2014) and coral bleaching cases reported along Florida’s
coastal marine areas and estuarine environments. The event also
triggered an immediate response from coral and other living
marine resource management programs (e.g., Florida Reef Resilience Program, Fish and Wildlife Research Institute). Lirman
et al. (2011), Foley et al. (2012), and Barlas et al. (2011)
summarized the event and response, highlighting cold-water
anomalies well below documented thermal tolerance thresholds
for coral and turtle species and the Florida manatee. While
relevant information exists on atmospheric variability and conditions associated with this and other extreme events (Roberts
et al. 2014) and the widespread impacts from such events, a
systematic understanding of the weather-related factors and
underlying mechanisms associated with cold-air outbreaks and
influences on SST and biota remains fairly unexplored.
One such approach to identify atmospheric factors
impacting environmental response involves the use of synoptic
climatological methods. Synoptic climatological methods have
been applied to many environmental problems (Huth et al.
2008), including climate impact scenarios and forecasting
(Sheridan et al. 2012), human health impact and heat warning
systems (e.g., Sheridan and Kalkstein 2004), and, for the interpretation of associations among weather, water quality and
ecosystem-level changes, and response (Sheridan et al. 2013;
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Fig. 1 Blended microwave–infrared (MW-IR) 9 km SST image for
January 17, 2010, during peak of cold air outbreak and cold-stress
event (a) and SST anomaly showing much below normal temperatures
for the entire region of interest (b). Anomaly was calculated as the
instantaneous SST for January 17, 2010, minus the long-term mean
SST for January 17, normalized by SST standard deviation for January
17, for 2006 through 2013. MW-IR SST products are available from RSS,
Inc. (http://www.remss.com/)

Kimmel et al. 2009). Sheridan et al. (2013) identified particular
atmospheric circulation patterns contributing to chlorophyll
response in the Gulf of Mexico, suggesting that pattern frequency, duration, and timing significantly affect the onset,
diminishment, or elevation of algal bloom response and/or
distribution. These methods have proven particularly applicable
for coastal ecosystems where shelf- and estuarine-scale processes and air–sea fluxes are primarily controlled by weather
events and not clearly linked to global-scale climate forcing
(Sheridan et al. 2013; Stenseth et al. 2003).
In this study, we extend our previous work in Sheridan
et al. (2013) to explore the relationship between surface
weather-patterns and ocean SST climatological mean and
variability along the WFS and the Florida Keys from 1981
through 2013, with emphasis on the factors associated with
negative cold-season (December–March) SST anomalies and
cold-snap events that have impacted the region.
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Herein, we utilize separate synoptic categorizations of two
atmospheric fields from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR): our prior classification of anomalous mean sealevel pressure (MSLP) fields (Sheridan et al. 2013), to represent
the synoptic situation, general weather conditions, and wind
stress; and a classification of 850-mb temperature (T850) patterns to represent thermal conditions of the lower troposphere.
These categorizations are then compared with SST and anomaly
time series derived from two additional data sets: the blended
multi-platform Microwave (MW)/infrared (IR) sensor product,
and the Advanced Very-High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Pathfinder IR product. Systematic connections between datasets
are then identified that relate frequencies of key synoptic circulation and temperature patterns to SST response, which can then
be used to assess potential mechanisms that link ambient weather to SST and biological response for the region. Highlighted are
the specific surface weather patterns and historical incidences
related to significant drops in SST at or below documented
thermal limits for turtle and coral species. Using these results,
we formulate a cold-stress index (CSI), based on observed
changes in SST over time. We then compare time series of
CSI with frequency and severity of turtle stun events from
Florida’s Sea Turtle Stranding and Salvage Network and database maintained by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission’s Fish and Wildlife Research Institute and adapted
from Roberts et al. (2014). Finally, we empirically link aggregate weather patterns and frequencies to predict changes in CSI
and extreme anomalous SST near lethal thermal limits based on
synoptic-scale forcing. We argue that synoptic-scale approaches
in modeling ecological response are reliable and applicable for
most marine organisms impacted by weather-induced factors.

Methods
Atmospheric Data and Processing
All atmospheric data used in this research are acquired from the
NARR ( Mesinger et al. 2006) data set. Two variables are used to
create separate synoptic categorizations over the region of study:
1200 UTC MSLP and daily mean T850, both extracted for the
domain 20°–35°N, 95°–70°W for 1979–2012. Daily mean temperature fields at the 850-mb level were selected in order to
depict larger-scale thermal patterns in the lower troposphere. This
level was determined to best explain the weather situations on the
broader scale that lead to a cold SST event. MSLP data were
selected to give an indication of wind speed, wind direction,
surface water transport, and potential advection into the region.
NARR data were acquired at the full ~32-km resolution
available; however, to match our previous research classifying
MSLP circulation patterns (Sheridan et al. 2013), every tenth
data point is sampled from the full 4,503-point data set,
resulting in 450 data points across the domain being used in
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the classification and an average resolution of 320 km. As has
been suggested elsewhere (Demuzere et al. 2009), a coarser
resolution is more appropriate for regional-scale map pattern
classifications when accounting for smaller-scale variability in
the classification is undesirable.
The classification of 850-mb temperature into patterns is
performed via unrotated S-mode principal components analysis with the correlation matrix (as described in Yarnal 1993)
and the TwoStep Clustering component (SPSS Inc. 2001) in
SPSS statistical software. Nine principal components with
eigenvalues greater than 1 were retained for incorporation into
the clustering algorithm, accounting for 98.6 % of the variance
in the daily 850-mb temperature fields in the domain. While
this threshold for retaining PCs is a common approach in map
pattern classifications, it also demarcates the threshold at
which each retained PC is accounting for at least as much
variance in the data set than any single variable it is replacing
(Yarnal 1993). Cluster analysis on these PCs resulted in identification of ten discrete temperature patterns (TPs); each day
in the period of record is assigned to one of these TPs.
Developed initially for previous research, a very similar
classification was performed to categorize each day into one
of ten circulation patterns (CPs; the original classification is
described in full detail in Sheridan et al. 2013). Prior to classification, the MSLP field for each day was averaged for the
entire spatial domain, with this average then being subtracted
from the raw value for each grid point on that day, resulting in a
‘spatial anomaly’ data set. These spatial anomalies were then
subjected to the same two-part clustering procedure used for the
classification of the temperature patterns, whereby an s-mode
principal components analysis is followed by the TwoStep
cluster analysis of the 12 retained PCs with eigenvalues greater
than 1 (Sheridan et al. 2013). The spatial anomaly MSLP data
set was chosen for the classification of CPs, as SLP gradients
can be readily associated with wind properties and advection of
cold air into the area. However, for temperature patterns, an
absolute measure was thought to be more useful for an application to sea-surface temperatures. The ten CPs are the same as
those produced in Sheridan et al. (2013); as that data set ends in
2009, the classification is extended through 2012 via creating
principal component scores for the new years based on the
original PCs and classifying each day into the pattern whose
mean PC scores were most similar to the day’s PC scores, using
a sum of squared errors.
Satellite Data Processing
The satellite ocean data used in the study consist of two different
product types: (1) blended microwave-infrared (MW-IR) optimally interpolated (OI) product that combines measurements of
SST from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), or
TRMM Microwave Imager, Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer for NASAs Earth Observing System, WindSAT
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microwave radiometer, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer thermal infrared products at 9-km pixel resolution
(2006–2013) and (2) infrared SST product from the
NOAA/NASA AVHRR Ocean Pathfinder dataset at 4 km resolution (1981–2012).
Our main intent was to use reliable, consistent SST with
adequate spatial and temporal resolution. The blended OI MWIR SST product provided by Remote Sensing Systems, Inc.
(RSS) offers improvements in spatial resolution when compared with single microwave sensor options and increased
temporal resolution when compared with infrared products
(Reynolds et al. 2007). OI is a widely used method in oceanography that makes use of irregularly spaced SST data (in time
and space) to interpolate it consistently on a grid (Reynolds
et al. 2007). Microwave retrievals of SST are measured through
clouds and represent an advantage over the traditional thermal
infrared SST observations that require a cloud-free field of view
(Wentz et al. 2000). As a result, ocean areas with persistent
cloud coverage were available on a daily basis providing improved temporal resolution. In situ validation of microwave
SST retrievals revealed low mean bias and standard deviation
errors when matched to buoy data (Gentemann et al. 2004,
2010; Reynolds et al. 2007) with overall accuracy comparable
to that of infrared retrievals (Hu et al. 2009). No filtering was
applied on the MW-IR SST image dataset.
AVHRR Pathfinder data include near-daily SST at 4-km
spatial resolution. Pathfinder SST are consistently measured
and used in applications from thermal stress detection and
evaluation in coral reef systems, to climate indicator development (Halpern et al. 2008; Bruno et al. 2007; Reynolds et al.
2002; Casey and Cornillon 2001). SST estimates were obtained
from and developed by the University of Miami’s Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric Science and the NOAA
National Oceanographic Data Center. The Pathfinder V. 5.0
Program measures SST data for both the ascending pass
(daytime) and descending pass (nighttime) at 4 km resolution.
A full SST climatology was constructed for both blended
MW-IR and Pathfinder datasets using all individual satellite
measurements. The development of consistent near-daily time
series of SST allowed for visual interpretation of SST variations
and for the evaluation of spatiotemporal patterns of variability
and linkages to CPs and TPs. We used standard algorithms for
both Pathfinder IR and blended IR/MW images of bulk/skin
temperature summarized in Kilpatrick et al. (2001) and Wentz
et al. (2000), respectively. For Pathfinder SST, the Reynolds OI
standard Version 2 algorithm removes pixel artifacts, null
values, and exceedingly high/low pixel values prior to our
analysis. All atmospheric and SST data analysis was presented
for January, February, and March data only (unless otherwise
noted). For each SST image used in the analysis, pixels were
extracted along a transect line spanning three biogeographic
sub-regions: central and southern WFS, Florida Keys, and for
an area outside of St. Joseph Bay (Fig. 2).
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Analytical techniques to calculate SST climatological
anomaly and variability terms were based on calculations
from Sheridan et al. (2013) and Pirhalla et al. (2009). SST
anomaly (SSTA) was calculated as1
SST A J ;yr ¼

SST J ;yr −SST J
σSST J

where subscripts J and yr are Julian day and year. SSTJ,yr is
the SST on Julian day J, and SST J is the grand (long-term)
mean for Julian day J of all years. To normalize for seasonal
SST variability, anomalies were divided by the σSST, the
climatological standard deviation for Julian day J.
We first examined climatological SST anomaly and variance estimates to assess climatological SST distribution patterns over seasonal to annual cycles, then developed an iterative calculation for SST temporal change as an observed
moving CSI, investigating multiple temporal intervals (e.g.,
7, 14, 21 day cycles) and lag scenarios (e.g., previous 14 and
21 days) to identify the optimal combination. For this work,
the calculation of CSI uses the sum of SST difference over
14 day cycles to highlight consecutive days with the most
significant SST drops, with CSI (observed) defined as

CSI tðobsÞ

(b¼t−7a¼tþ7
)
X X
¼
ðSST a −SST b Þ  0:07
b¼t−1 a¼t

where CSIt is SST cold-stress index centered at day t, variables b and a denote days before and after t, respectively. SSTa
and SSTb are observed sea surface temperatures. The sum
captures the duration as well as the magnitude of the difference
and thus is not the same as using a single maximum difference
over consecutive days. A multiplier (0.07) was applied as a
scaling factor to adjust the range between 4 and −4.

Examining SST Response to Circulation and Temperature
Patterns
To assess the lag–response relationship between weather and
SST, relative frequencies of weather pattern conditions were
assessed following similar methods from Sheridan et al. (2013).
Relative frequencies of winter CPs and TPs for a given day
were computed by first calculating the number of occurrences
(days) of each CP and TP over the previous 21-day period, then
calculating anomalous frequency by subtracting this from the
mean numbers of occurrences over the same 21-day period
across all calendar years in the data set.
1
It should also be noted that SSTA, as well as the SST variables in this
paper, were computed for each pixel. We have omitted subscripts that
would denote location (such as x, y) to keep the formulas readable.
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Fig. 2 Map of study region (a) and Hovmöller diagrams (b) of SST mean
and standard deviation over an annual cycle, derived for 2006 to 2013.
Hovmöller plots show daily running mean SST distribution (b, top) and

SST variability (b, bottom) during a typical annual cycle along a north–
south latitudinal transect line from approximately Tampa Bay to Key
West

The relationship between CP and TP frequency and SST
was assessed via correlation analysis. Significances of correlations were computed, with an effective sample size adjustment to account for the high temporal autocorrelation in the
data sets (Bretherton et al. 1999):

Deviations that were statistically significant from zero
(p<0.05 using Student’s ttest with two tails) were also recorded in the resultant maps.

Estimating SST and CSI from Weather Patterns
1−r1 r2
N 0 ¼ ðN Þ
1 þ r1 r 2
where N′ is the effective sample size, N is the original sample
size, and r is the Pearson correlation coefficient at lag1 for each of
the two variables being analyzed in each correlation analysis.
Following correlation analysis, CPs and TPs were isolated,
and then grouped as aggregates that exhibited the most significant correlation with absolute SST and derived SST deviation
over seasonal to annual cycles. As shown below, one circulation pattern, Atlantic Low (CP3), and one thermal pattern, Cold
Air Outbreak (TP4), show the strongest correlation with extreme SST events. To explore their influence further, a circulation–temperature pattern aggregate (CTPA) combining CP3
and TP4 was calculated as the product of the total number of
occurrences of these patterns relative to the previous 21-day
period, then binned by month. Next, we developed cold- stress
likelihood scenarios based on weather pattern frequency bins.
Composited MW/IR SST scenario maps were calculated for all
pixels in the study area using similar procedures to those in
Sheridan et al. (2013), as the sum of the 3-day mean SSTA
divided by the number of days that fell into each frequency bin,
for each weather pattern (wp) analyzed:
X t−20
Deviation J ; W P ¼

J

SSTA

n ðwpÞ

−1

Following correlation analysis and evaluation of lag–response
relationships between modeled weather patterns and observed
SST values, we then estimated SST and CSI during cold-snap
weather periods based on the frequency of TP4 and CP3 with
emphasis on negative SST deviation from climatological
mean conditions. We attribute high-frequency drops in SST
to a predominant air–sea cooling effect. We then used CTPA
frequency to estimate SST (SST(est)) as defined to include only
those days when TP4 occurrences over the previous 21-day
period were greater than or equal to 4 (about 20 % frequency)
and CP3 occurrences were greater than or equal to 2 (about
10 % frequency). This was performed to highlight periods in
which low temperature and circulation patterns persisted over
the entire region. We estimated SSTa(est) during cold- snap
based on the frequency of TP4 and CP3, as
SSTaðestÞ ¼ SST J
0
B
þ @exp

9
8 X b¼t−20
X b¼t−20
< −1
tp4 
cp3 =
:

b¼t

b¼t

25

;

1
C
−1A

 2:56  σSST J

where SST J is the climatological SST mean and σSST J
is the climatological SST standard deviation on Julian day J.
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b¼t−20

b¼t−20

b¼t

b¼t

The terms ∑ tp4 and ∑ cp3 are the sum of occurrences
of weather patterns TP4 and CP3 over the previous 21 days
from time t. Coefficients of 25 and 2.56 are scaling constants.
Finally, utilizing observed and estimated SST values, we
then estimate CSIt as:
(b¼t−7a¼tþ7
)
X X

CSIt ðestÞ ¼
SSTaðestÞ −SSTb
 0:07:
b¼t−1 a¼t

The variable CSIt(est) is estimated at time t for each MW-IR
SST pixel, utilizing SSTa(est) out to 7 days.

Results
Seasonal Patterns of SST Variability
The seasonal cycle of SST across the study region is depicted
in Fig. 2. The mean SST seasonal cycle (b; top) reveals
summer maximums near 30 °C throughout the transect; during the winter, apart from a broad cooling, a sharp latitudinal
gradient appears, separating colder nearshore waters to the
north from warmer waters to the south, due mainly to influences from the Florida Current. During winter, temperatures
thus range from 16 °C in northern areas to approximately
25 °C near Key West. Temporal patterns of SST reveal stronger variability during winter and early spring and a greater
variability farther north (b; bottom), likely associated with
more frequent cold front passages, storm systems, shifts in
alongshore seasonal surface currents, and Ekman-induced
(wind-stressed forced) transport.
CP and TP Descriptions
The ten CPs used in this research from Sheridan et al. (2013)
can be found in Fig. 3. Figure 4a displays the mean 850-mb
temperature across all days categorized into each of the ten
TPs classified in this research, along with the seasonality of
each of these patterns. Due to increased synoptic-scale weather variability in the winter season, the majority of TPs exhibit
a non-summer peak; however, the summer-dominant patterns
(TP9 and TP10) are the most frequent. While TP1 and TP8
also show abnormally cold air advecting into the GOM region
in the winter season, TP4 represents the coldest weather
specifically across the region of interest (Florida Coasts),
likely due to the passage of a strong cold front. Figure 4b
highlights the anomalously cold 850-mb temperatures that
accompany TP4 even within the extended cold season of
interest (December–March). As the broad area of cold lower
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tropospheric temperatures in TP4 (hereafter also termed ‘cold
air outbreak’) is likely associated with cold surface temperatures, among all T850 patterns it is the main pattern assessed
in the remainder of this research.
SST and Circulation–Temperature Pattern Associations
To assess measures of association between weather and water
properties, Pearson correlation coefficients and measures of
significance of multiple TP4, CP3, and SST response combinations for the regions of interest (December–March) are
shown in Table 1. Using correlates of winter time pattern
frequency as inputs, coefficients, and p values for both Pathfinder and MW-IR SST and SSTA, values were significant for
CP3 and TP4 (r<−0.39 to −0.65). CP3 exhibits the most
favorable circulation related to cold air outbreaks, drops in
850 temperatures, and low daily SST, while the other nine CPs
tested revealed minimal association and few significant results
(not shown). The cold air outbreak pattern (TP4) shows a
significant negative correlation with all measures of SST
and severe cold-water events (i.e., increased frequency of
TP4 is significantly associated with decreased SST). Significance tests also reveal that, in most cases, CP3, TP4,
and CTPA frequencies have slightly stronger correlations
to SST and SSTA than do daily air temperature minimums, compiled for Key West and Miami meteorological
stations (from Karsten Shein; NCDC), especially for the
MW-IR-based measurements. TP4 frequency shows marginally higher correlation than CP3 frequency when compared with the SST and SSTA.
Weather Pattern Frequency Relationships with SST
Time series of previous 21-day CP and TP relative frequencies
(bars) and daily-scale normalized SST anomaly and CSI
values (lines) are displayed in Fig. 5. Plots reveal heightened
periods of anomalous frequencies coincident with anomalously negative SST and CSI along the north–south
transect. Heightened periods of CP3 (5a), indicative of
Atlantic Low development are shown in positive deviations, especially during winter 2010/11, and coincident
with heightened TP4 (5b), indicative of cold-snaps. Also
shown are the peaks during 2010/2011 when frequency
counts of CP3 and TP4 were aggregated as a product
term (CTPA; 5c). Also apparent is the strong and abrupt
CSI response during winter months of the same years
(5b), where plummeting index values were followed by
immediate increases on weekly scales. The CSI shows a
sharp negative deviation during the first 2-week period in
January of 2010 and December–January of 2010/2011.
Climatological SST anomaly shows a prolonged negative
response for the months of January through April, 2010,
and December 2010 through March of 2011. A less
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Fig. 3 Mean sea-level pressure
anomalies associated with each of
the ten CPs. Figure from Sheridan
et al. (2013); copyright American
Meteorological Society

pronounced cold-snap event occurred along the Gulf-side
in winter of 2009 with more widespread impacts on the
Atlantic-side (not shown).
Composite maps of SSTA distribution by CP3 and TP4
frequency bins are shown for January–March (Fig. 6). This
figure shows the spatial distribution of the SST-to-CP/TP

relationship quantified in Table 1, indicating that SSTs are
well below average over a large portion of the study domain
with increasing frequency of CP3 and TP4. SST deviations for
warmer patterns reveal the opposite relationship to colder
patterns (not shown), i.e., increased frequency leads to higher
than expected SST.

Fig. 4 Mean 850-mb temperatures (degrees Celsius) and average monthly frequency (from January (left) to December (right); bar graph in lower left of
each map) associated with each of the ten temperature patterns (a) and the 850 t anomaly for each pattern in the December–March window of analysis (b)
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Table 1 Pearson-product correlates and coefficients comparing weather pattern frequency, in situ daily temperature minimums (Tmin), Pathfinder SST
(1981–2012), MW-SST (2006–2013), and SST derivatives
Pearson correlation

SST (Pathfinder)

SST anomaly (Pathfinder)

SST (MW-IR)

SST anomaly (MW-IR)

TP4 frequency

−0.438*

−0.445*

−0.541*

−0.634*

CP3 frequency

−0.394*

−0.416*

−0.527*

−0.651*

CP3 and TP4 aggregate frequency (CTPA)
Key West Tmin

−0.470*
0.479*

−0.489*
0.477*

−0.584*
0.422*

−0.706*
0.450*

Miami Tmin

0.414*

0.416*

0.367*

0.377*

Pattern frequencies were calculated as total counts of daily pattern occurrence over the previous 21 days in the time series
*p<0.05 level of significance

Further analysis of SST versus weather pattern frequency
counts reveals a fairly consistent frequency–response relationship (Table 2). During heightened periods of CP3 and TP4
frequency, SST is consistently lower (at or below 17 °C).
During periods when CP3 and TP4 frequency drops to zero,
SST is near climatological normal conditions (20 °C).

were greater than 2 in the previous 21 days. Cold-stun events
are labeled to highlight when estimated CSI is less than −2, the
likelihood of cold-snap events and turtle stuns increases. Note
that, during the peak of the 2010 event, observed and estimated CSI were strongly negative (near −4) and coincident with
peaks in turtle strandings.

CSI Coincidence with Turtle Strandings
From January 2–11, 2010, decreases of near 12 °C for air
temperatures and 6 °C for water temperatures were evident in
nearshore waters of the upper, middle, and lower Keys areas
and the Apalachicola Bay area along the Florida Panhandle
coast (Lirman et al. 2011; Roberts et al. 2014). In terms of
absolute SST at time of the event, minimum observed SST
along the WFS and seaward of Apalachicola Bay reached
approximately 15 °C and 13 °C, respectively. Documented
thermal limits for hypothermia in green turtles range from 10–
15 °C, with mortality likely at 5 °C (Foley et al. 2012). In the
case of 2010, biological impacts from the event were immediate with turtle hypothermic cases occurring January 7–14,
with peak numbers of turtles (444) stunned on January 11. A
total of approximately 1,500 turtles were found in St. Joseph
Bay during the event.
The 2010 event resulted in four times the number of
strandings than for the other events recorded. Plots showing
combinations of observed CSI and turtle strandings in St. Joseph
Bay are presented for three separate cold-snap events in 2008,
2010, and 2011–2012 (Fig. 7). Note negative CSI coincident
with turtle strandings, especially in the 2010 event (Fig. 7b).
Additional events to 2010 include: January 2008 (Fig. 7a), a
mass Florida-wide event in February 2009 (not shown), and a
smaller event in December–January 2010/2011 (Fig. 7c).
Predicted CSI from Weather Variable Combinations
Using the weather variable CTPA model to estimate CSI, the
linear regression between observed and estimated CSI is
shown in Fig. 8. Threshold criteria chosen for the model
represent total days when TP4 were greater than 4, and CP3

Discussion
Atmospheric Pattern–SST Relationships
Several studies have documented major processes that influence
SST variability in South Florida and GOM coastal ecosystems,
especially variability surrounding the cold-water event of January 2010 (Wiseman and Sturges 1999; Liu and Weisberg 2007;
Lirman et al. 2011; Gramer 2013). Gramer (2013) established
that variability surrounding extreme anomalously cold events is
strongly dependent on air–sea cooling, especially for areas with
the shallowest and flattest topography, and consequently in close
proximity to natural resources and habitats. This emphasizes the
importance of understanding synoptic variations in how SST
may become lethal for marine species, especially in areas where
entire populations may be most susceptible.
Climatological analysis of SST reveals that the 2010 coldair and water event was the most significant on record in terms
of regional SST deviation and also for event duration. A
period of strong negative SSTA persisted over 3 months
post-event, from January through March, 2010. The event
was also marked by the most significant drops in SST over a
14-day duration, as evidenced by CSI time series (Fig. 7).
The overall weather-related factors and mechanisms associated with cold-snap events and impacts are depicted well
using synoptic climatological methods. In particular, CP3 and
TP4 are winter-dominant and highly coincident with extreme
cold and mortality. The co-occurrence of these patterns and
increased frequency during cold water events likely influence
SST in combination, whereby cold-core high pressure to the
west, centered on average near Louisiana, coupled with
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Fig. 5 Time series of observed of circulation and temperature pattern frequency anomalies, SST anomaly and SST moving index (CSI) values for all
days in the time series (2006–2013). The strong cold-snap events of January 2010 and December 2011 are noted (ellipses)

Atlantic Low development, may support a stronger than normal east-to-west surface pressure gradient and strong north-tosouth wind fields, inducing a more southward protrusion of
cold Arctic air, and thus, prolonged abnormally cold temperatures as manifest in the TP4 pattern. The co-varying nature of
these two patterns implies that increased Atlantic cyclone
development may have significant influence on southward
intrusions of colder than normal temperatures and on future
cold extremes throughout Florida.

Fig. 6 Mean sea surface
temperature anomaly (SSTA) by
frequency bins of CP3, TP4 (top
two rows) and CP3*CP4 (bottom
row) for January, February, and
March. SSTA was calculated as
the 3-day mean SST minus
expected SST for that location
and Julian day, normalized by
expected standard deviation of
SST for dates that matched the
following frequency (counts):
CP3, TP4 (top two rows): 0, 1–2,
3–5, >5; CP3*TP4 (bottom row):
0, 1–5, 6–12, >12. The figure
enables visualization of positive
(red) and negative (blue) SSTA
response associated with
increased (decreased) frequency
range, respectively

Composites of anomalous SST by CP3 and TP4 relative
frequencies show a reliable frequency–response pattern of
weather conditions favorable for producing cold-snap events.
The higher the combined frequencies, the more significant
drops in SST exhibited. Other prevailing wintertime circulation patterns reveal a moderate to weak association with
decreased air temperatures and SST. As evidenced by CP3
and TP4 co-occurrence and elevated frequencies during significant SST drops and cold-stress events, CP3 and TP4 are
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Average winter (Jan–Mar) MW-SST (degrees Celsius) by frequency counts of CP3 (columns) and TP4 (rows) in the previous 21 days

SST were extracted and averaged for pixels near Apalachicola Bay, FL. SST below 16 °C (blue), 20 °C (orange), and 24 °C (red). SST less than 16 °C
(blue) are associated with CP3 greater than 5, or TP4 greater than 1

likely reliable indicators to track and monitor lethal SST at or
below thermal limits for species. In terms of duration of
weather patterns, prolonged frequency of TP4, especially
when paired with CP3 frequency, appears to be an important
indicator for cold-snaps. TP4 or CP3 counts shorter in duration seem less likely to induce cold snaps.
Turtle Stuns and the Cold-Stress Index
The SST moving cold-stress index, or CSI, showed a more
distinct drop and rise after the cold air outbreak, and when
paired with turtle strandings data, showed strong coincidence
Fig. 7 Relationships of observed
cold-stress index (CSI) values
calculated for Tampa, FL, and
turtle strandings data, compiled
for St. Joe’s Bay, near
Apalachicola, FL. Note that
stranding scales are not the same

with acute responses in turtle hypothermic cases. This would
indicate that the CSI, which emphasizes the duration and
magnitude of SST decreases over consecutive days, may be
an important qualifier in understanding the relationship
among air–sea cooling, biological response, and impacts. As
such, a regionally derived CSI may exploit an effective means
for tracking and monitoring in-water temperature indicators
near lethal limits for species.
The temporal patterns of negative CSI and increased numbers of turtles that were stunned reveal that most turtle
strandings recorded were during mid-phase of low CSI
(Fig. 7). In the two succeeding months after the cold stun
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upwelling in the region has been attributed to the passage of
synoptic cold fronts and to proximity and location of tropical
storms (e.g., trailing side of storms), we speculate that air–sea
cooling can work in combination with southward transport
and upwelling-related processes to influence SST to nearcritical limits for species.
In addition, anomalously negative SST can remain far
below mean winter conditions for extended periods as shown
in the SSTA time series (Fig. 5). Thus, ambient waters may be
affected by weather variations but with less dramatic drops in
SST, and thus, less consequence on species.
Fig. 8 Regression plots of observed versus estimated CSI values for
selected cold events calculated for the northern part of Tampa, FL, region

Summary and Conclusions
event of January, 2010, there was another episode of negative
CSI and SSTA, with no turtle stuns recorded. This is speculated to be a function of the severity of the initial event,
whereby either turtles migrated out of the area after the event,
or too few remain after being collected (Roberts, pers.
comm.).
Synoptic Modeling Implications and Limitations
The parameterizations used to estimate SST and CSI during
cold air outbreaks were formulated using weather pattern
frequency levels over the previous 21 days to simulate the
high-frequency drivers and complex air–sea cooling processes
during cold-snap events. This was accomplished to emphasize
the temporal intervals associated with maximum negative SST
response. Using thresholds of TP4 counts greater than 4 and
CP3 counts greater than or equal to 2, the model captured
seven unique events. Model tendency was to over-predict CSI
using low threshold counts (<2) for both CP3 and TP4 and
over-predict when TP4 frequencies were high and CP3 frequencies were alternatively low.
The frequency threshold levels and parameterizations for
the model were based on the premise that CP3 cumulative
frequency acts to reinforce cold-air intrusion over the Florida
region, and as such, increases the likelihood and persistence of
the cold air outbreak pattern (TP4). Thus, the model relies on
higher CP3 frequency levels to reinforce the cold air and the
dramatic decreases in surface water temperatures.
Although weather does act as a trigger to initiate cold air
and water response, there are numerous provisions to the use
of a cold-stress index and weather-induced cold-stress model.
For instance, ocean transport may be a more significant influence on anomalously cold SST than weather pattern frequencies alone. Liu and Weisburg (2007) surmised that oceanic
circulation along the inner shelf areas may be dominated by
cooler waters injected southward, perhaps mixing with colder
bottom water during Ekman-induced upwelling events. Since

This study considers whether atmospheric patterns derived
using synoptic climatological methods may provide insight into
key ecological thresholds in systems. In this paper, we defined
characteristics of SST as a lethal response indicator, whereby
persistence of specific weather patterns can act to reinforce a
negative behavioral or physiological response on habitats, species, and populations. Synoptic weather patterns appear to be
temporally linked to cold-snap frequency, duration, and magnitude of events along the entire study area. Specific temperature and circulation patterns (TP4, CP3) have a significant
correlation with drops in sea surface temperature and to thermal
threshold tolerances associated with the 2010 event.
In the context of global change and variability, understanding
weather factors and drivers surrounding cold air outbreaks will
allow for improved predictions of likelihood of these outbreaks
and future impacts. The current study provides new insights and
novel approaches that may form the basis of a useful tool in
marine ecology and conservation. For example, a weatherdriven CSI introduced here represents an empirical link between
air–ocean ecosystem driver–response relationships from stateof-the-art weather model statistics and temporally robust, reliable satellite SST data. Since blended satellite SST data provide
refined daily-scale temporal resolution, we believe the use of
MW-IR SST (even at a coarser spatial resolution than high
resolution IR-SST) has a strong potential to monitor and track
cold-stress events for the region. In addition, MW-IR SST
observations along shelf environments can be extracted and
applied in broader biogeographic marine contexts.
A prior knowledge of cold air outbreaks and early warning
of potentially lethal SSTs would support a multitude of coastal
surveillance and adaptive management response functions
which may include: improved management response for restoration and protection of impacted populations, improved
marine resource and habitat impact evaluations, and ultimately improved preparedness for management of all aquatic and
terrestrial systems impacted by regional climate variability
and changes.
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Identified as part of this study were cold-stress events (i.e.,
specific stress-related events where species undergo metabolic, physiological, or behavioral changes resulting in an ecological impact). Specific lethal threshold temperatures vary for
individual species and marine ecosystems. Although individual limits for species were not identified or sought in this
paper, the mechanisms that underlie the events were identified. Inland bays, marshes, and coral reef systems respond
much faster to air temperature changes than deeper shelf
systems, and depend highly on bathymetry and topography
of the affected area. However, understanding the scales over
which weather patterns and events will affect SST and species
will allow researchers and coastal resource managers to identify potentially lethal events and evaluate their impact on
individual species and/or multiple resources.
The linkages between atmospheric variability, ocean and
ecosystem structure and function are still not fully understood,
nor are how these linkages and processes vary over space and
time. With the current observational and ecological modeling
tools available, researchers have only begun to understand the
impact of climate and weather variations on physical and
chemical changes and influences on ecological thresholds.
However, from this effort, clear patterns have emerged linking
the air–sea cooling phenomena to both satellite observational
and biological response and impact. Further research is needed
to first characterize the likelihood of significant threshold patterns and events, and predict or forecast the response in terms of
a biological threshold and subsequent management response.
This is particularly relevant to living marine resources for
sustainable ecosystem services and management response.
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